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T
he changes that the pandemic have brought to the talent 
management landscape are radical, impactful, and long-
standing. The continuous struggle to find qualified 
workers has driven organizations to look for employees 

globally. However, while onboarding talents across borders, 
businesses need to carefully work through the stringent and 
complicated immigration process.

That’s where Tanner Law Offices can help.
Tanner Law Offices assists institutional clients throughout 

the entire immigration process, enabling them to attract the 
employees necessary to meet their growing business needs. It 
also works with organizations to develop job descriptions in 
order to attract talent both inside the U.S. and outside. As a 
result, Tanner Law Offices continues to make a difference in the 
immigration space and although based in central Pennsylvania, 
the firm services individual clients along with Fortune 500 
clientele around the country.

“We work to ensure immigrants find stability and security 
by providing them with legal status in the U.S.,” says Tabetha 
Tanner, owner, Tanner Law Offices.

Tanner Law Offices simplifies the immigration process by 
exploring the waiver options that may be available when a client 
appears to be ineligible to receive his or her green card. Next, 
they collaborate with the client to develop the best argument 
possible for their specific case. When the government’s inaction 
causes harm to the clients, Tanner Law Offices files mandamus 
actions in federal court to force United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Services (USCIS) to issue naturalization decisions 
or respond to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests.

During removal proceedings, Tanner Law Offices takes 
the time to understand each client’s case and to advocate for 
their right to remain in the U.S. by filing applications for relief, 
making sound legal arguments, and finding experts to support 
the argument when necessary.

Tanner Law Offices’ depth of experience has afforded them 
great success in a variety of family and employment-based 

immigration cases. For instance, in one case, the firm was 
introduced to an Armenian teenager who had been abandoned 
by her father, physically abused by her mother, and sexually 
assaulted by men her mother brought home. She was living with 
her uncle but had no way to remain legally in the U.S.  Tanner 
Law Offices was able to assist her uncle in getting legal custody 
of her, filing for Special Immigrant Juvenile status to allow her 
to remain legally in the U.S., and obtain her green card.

The biggest contributor to Tanner Law Offices’ success is 
its ability to provide honest answers to clients’ questions. The 
firm ensures that it articulates the positive aspects of its case, 
the encountered difficulties, and an outline of the available 
options. During every client engagement, Tanner Law Offices 
maintains transparency. As a matter of their practice, it keeps 
clients informed of the case progress and all the steps involved. 

Tanner Law Offices’ experienced and talented attorneys are 
experienced in Immigration law, family law, as well as criminal 
law. The firm is purpose-built to address and fully analyze client 
cases to address the immigration consequences of criminal 
convictions and assist them with the family law matters that 
impact their immigration case.

“We feel that our thoughtful approach, attention to detail, 
and extensive knowledge are the factors that set us apart from 
competitors,” says Tanner  
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